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He would look at each item
and ask 'how high is high?'
In other words, what would this
experience look like, if it were
fully optimised?

When Gamal Aziz became the General Manager of the MGM
Grand in Las Vegas, he became known for looking at every
element of the hotel’s operations, from the restaurants and
entertainment to gambling, the spa, hotel rooms, conventions
and retail, and finding ways to maximise the revenue.
The restaurants at the MGM were already great. They had a great
flagship offering, Gatsby’s, that was doing $2.1 million a year in
sales - a great number. But, Mr Aziz would stand in the entrance
of the hotel night after night. He'd see people coming out of the
hotel and getting into cabs. He'd ask them, ‘where are you
going?’ They would name a celebrity restaurant, like Spago or
Nobu.
The MGM Grand was, at the time, the largest hotel in the world.
Mr Aziz knew that if they had a restaurant with a celebrity chef
they could be doing $5 million a year, instead of $2 million. In his
eyes, they were losing $3 million a year because their restaurants
only earned $2 million. He got the board to agree to rip out the
restaurant and replace it with Nobhill; a restaurant featuring
celebrity chef Michael Mina.
2
The first year after opening, they did $6.5 million. Mr Aziz then did
the same thing with every hotel feature. When they decided to
replace their show and partner with Cirque du Soleil, their ticket
sales soared from $15 million to $90 million.
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This book is about channelling
your inner Aziz to ask yourself,

How high is high?
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What’s inside?
Getting Bookings helps smart high-end
experiential travel suppliers innovate
(create new) or improve (existing)
experiences, by helping them design
strategic key moments for their guests.
The focus is on building a system that
produces scalable and repeatable results.
You’ll learn how to create a Guest Experience Map (GEM)
7 Profit Activators that are universally present in
everyone’s experience
Best in class examples
And trigger questions to help you and your team create
breakthrough experiences

This book will give you a whole new take on designing
great guests experiences
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Who am i?
I’m Jesse Desjardins. I work with
leading destination marketers
and suppliers of high-end
experiential travel. I’m the former
Global Manager of Social and
Content at Tourism Australia,
where for nearly 7 years I worked
with suppliers across the country
and led some of the most
followed social profiles in travel.

The GEM is a tool my clients and I use to sketch
out strategic opportunities in their business.
The following is an overview that you can use
to do the same. I’ve included my contact
details at the end, if you’d like to dive in
deeper.
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7 Profit Activators
These are universally present in your business…
are you taking advantage of them?

BEFORE
Profit activator #1:

Dominate a single
target market (at a time)
Profit activator #2:

Compel your ideal
guests predictably

DURING

AFTER

Profit activator #5:

Profit activator #6:

Deliver a ‘world-class’
experience

Make departing guests
part of the family
Profit activator #7:

Orchestrate referrals

Profit activator #3:

Educate and motivate
Profit activator #4:

Create irresistible
offerings
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What’s a GEM good for?
Your GEM helps you narrate your guest experience and identify
strategic opportunities at key moments in the guest experience.
Using the 7 profit activators, it tells the story of how your experience
creates, delivers and captures value during the entire guest
experience.
It helps you and your team rapidly sketch out new or existing
experiences. Thus, you can identify and create big strategic
opportunities.
It also helps you design peak moments your guests will love and
want to brag about.
Let’s begin…
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BEFORE UNIT

In simplest terms, your BEFORE unit is the unit of
your business that is responsible for finding guests
and getting them to make a booking.
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Profit Activator #1

Dominate a single
target market
(at a time)

Every great GEM starts with
a crystal clear idea of who it’s for
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If you could only serve
a single guest segment,
who would it be?
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If you were the best in the
world for that single guest
segment, would people travel
from all around the world to
visit you?
It’s a hypothetical question, of course. It’s very rare that an
experience serves only one type of guest, but it’s even rarer to
find an experience that completely dominates its guest
segment. Yet, when it does, the results are pretty spectacular.
P&G has 23 individual billion-dollar brands. Every one of them
trades on its own. When they go into a market, they’re not
thinking, ‘How do we get a little bit of that laundry detergent
market share?’
They always aim to dominate.
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Who is Tokoriki Island
Resort not for?
With focus comes the ability to best serve
a specific guest segment... and be the best
in their world.

Tokoriki Island Resort - most awarded luxury
adults only resort in Fiji for couples. All inclusive
best place to stay and enjoy holidays in Fiji.
Trip Advisor #1 Luxury Resort in 2018
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Being the Mayor
People don’t have a lot of
time and they don’t want
to take a lot of risks.
When you visit a new town, are you the sort of person
who wants to visit a typical restaurant, or do you ask the
concierge for the best place to eat?
With limited time or opportunity to experience, we
intentionally narrow our choices to those top choices.
Anyone who is looking at your experience will wonder if
you’re the best choice.
With an explosion in niche experiences comes the
opportunity for you to position yourself as the mayor of
your unique niche.
Picking a single target market AND planning to dominate
it focuses all your attention on creating an achievable
plan; to become the mayor of your category.
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What can you be
the mayor of?
The position is up for grabs
in almost every niche.
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You might as well be the
best in the world at what you do
‘Best’ as in best for your ideal
guest, right now, based on
what they believe and what
they know. ‘In the world’ as in
their world they have access to.
Our culture celebrates superstars. We reward the product,
organisation or employee that is #1. The rewards are heavily
skewed, so much so that it’s typical for the #1 to get ten times
the benefit of the #10 and a hundred times the benefit of #100.
Winners win big, because the marketplace loves a winner.
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Trigger Questions
1. Who is our ideal guest?
2. For which type of guest are we truly
providing a remarkable experience?
Could we double down and get more
of this segment?
3. What can we be the mayor of?
This could be our niche, cause or
belief.
thegem.com

Profit Activator #2

Compel your ideal
guests predictably
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Does your marketing sometimes feel like a slot machine, where
you put money in, pull the lever and hope for something good to
come out at the other end? Compelling your ideal guests
predictably, is about building a vending machine - one where you
put money in and you know with predictability what you’ll get back
in return.
OTAs can sometimes be a great vending machine. Guests have
been well trained to use them. Even though OTAs can take a bite
out of your initial revenue through commissions, it’s possible to
find the right one that is your perfect vending machine - one
where you dominate your specific target market.
Facebook and Google can also be great vending machines.
However, hoping for organic reach on social media is slot machine
thinking.

When you’re crystal clear on the single target
market you’re going to dominate, it becomes
easier to create offers that convert at a known
cost within both the Facebook and Google
ecosystems, thus compelling your ideal guests
with predictability.
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Creating your own events,
especially recurring ones, is a
great way to compel your ideal
guest predictably. Events give a
sense of urgency and a further
reason to book. They can also be
a great way to drive visitation in
the off-season.

Hamilton Island - The Great Whitehaven Beach
Run brings in a host of runners in the offseason
for a once-a-year chance to race on one of the
most beautiful beaches on earth.
They run targeted Facebook ads, in order to
reach their exact target market; runners in
capital cities across Australia.
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Tripadvisor’s #1
hotel globally
It’s the Aria Hotel Budapest by Library hotel
collection. Since becoming #1, this has been
the impact on direct bookings:

Monthly website traffic jumped 5X
Direct bookings more than doubled
Occupancy increased
ADR increased significantly
Dominating the OTA that sends you your ideal guests
can have a transformational effect in profit activator 2.

Source: ReviewPro WTM 2018
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Which website or social
profile do your ideal guests
visit?
Chance are you can target
those guests at a known
cost, like with a vending
machine.
One thing you’ll want to do, is start analysing
the sponsored posts you see in your Facebook
newsfeed. You can do this with a little-known
trick. When you see a sponsored post appear in
your newsfeed, simply select the ‘why am I
seeing this?’ option and Facebook will tell you
why you’re being targeting with this specific
post. It’s a great way to reverse engineer
approaches that are already working. Plus, you
can see what your competition is up to.
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Trigger Questions
1. Which OTA sends us the highest value
guests? How could we dominate?
2. How can we attract our ideal guests
through Facebook and Google at a known
cost?
3. Putting ourselves in the shoes of our ideal
guests, how do we rank in key OTAs and
Google? In other countries?
thegem.com

Profit Activator #3

Educate
and motivate
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A few ways to educate and motivate via Instagram:
Show real guest stories
Show behind-the-scenes activities
Give recognition to your best staff members
Show what a typical day for a guest would look like
Give a shout out to complementary experiences
near your offer
For your guests, there can be as much enjoyment in the planning of the trip as
the trip itself. That’s why, once you’re clear on what you’re going to be the
mayor of, and how you’re going to find those guests with predictability, it’s time
to educate them and then motivate them to pick your experience. Your social
profiles are a great way to educate and motivate your ideal guests.
With guests using multiple touchpoints (social, websites, blogs, etc.) as proof
points, it’s important to not just tell a great story on your own channels, but to
also give a story that can be told on all the other platforms that your guest
might use for making that booking decision.
A 3rd party validation, like a story covering your offering in a key publication
that your ideal guest reads, is pure gold. Find where your ideal guest spends
their time and find a way to tell compelling stories that will educate and
motivate them to pick you.
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What’s the precursor
for your ideal guests knowing
about your experience?
What can you place upstream
that will lead them to you?
One of the easiest ways...
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Don’t just tell a story,
give a story to tell
Telling your story on your own
channels like your website and
your social profiles is great, but
how can you give your story
away to bloggers, influencers
and journalists in a way that your
story becomes their story and
they build on it?
Symbio Wildlife Park generated an impressive 132%
growth in attendance since 2016, off the back of
several million views of their adorable koala videos,
which were picked up by Tourism Australia. By giving
a story to tell the media and the national tourism
board, they were able to achieve incredible exposure
to their core market: visitors and local families.
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Joining a conversation that is already
happening is like sliding into a jetstream
Your ideal guests are already having a conversation.
While at Tourism Australia, my social team and I received over
3,500 submissions daily through the @Australia social profiles.
The tourism operators who made it easy for the team, by
providing stories that were nearly ready to be published, were
the ones most likely to be featured.
We then learned to package lists built around a specific theme
that contained top-performing content from featured operators.
We would pitch these stories to news outlets around the world,
who would almost always run the list because it was a ‘done-forthem’ story, ready to be published.
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Trigger Questions
1. What stories about my experience can I
place upstream?
2. Have I made it easy for partners and key
channels to pick up my stories?
3. Are we using our best social media
content at key touchpoints (i.e. websites)
where potential guests are looking to
make a purchasing decision?
thegem.com
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Create irresistible
offerings
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What is it that makes your experience
truly irresistible and how are you putting
that front and centre to attract your ideal
guests? Can you perfect that offer, to
make it irresistible time and time again?

Often a guest’s barrier to booking is not lack of desire,
but lack of urgency. By creating irresistible offers, like
events and packages, you give visitors an incentive to
move the trip from their bucket list, to the next thing on
their list.
What got me to book at the Heritage Suites was their
airport pick up, in a vintage Mercedes.
Instagram worthy and irresistible.
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What value
add could
you pass on
to your guest
for booking
direct?
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Invest in your story
Walk through the diamond district in Manhattan and in the
course of one block, at least a dozen men will stop you and
ask if you're hoping to sell a diamond ring.
A few blocks away, Tiffany will happily sell you a diamond ring.
Buy a $7,000 ring at Tiffany's and walk over to one of these
guys and you'll be lucky to get $1,000 for your new ring.
That $6,000 is what you paid for the story.
It's the cost of the box, the lighting, the salespeople, the
architecture and most of all, the special feeling.
Do a blind taste test. In one glass, wine from a $10 bottle. In
the other, wine from a $200 bottle. The untasted difference
between the two is what you paid for the story.
The list goes on and on.
Just about everything we buy comes with a story included.
And yet, most experiences don't invest enough, don't take
enough care, and don't persist enough in making sure the
story is worth what you paid for it.
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DURING UNIT

The DURING unit begins once someone has made
a booking and encompasses all activity between that
initial interaction and the guest’s departure.
This unit is where most of your team’s efforts are made.
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What is the absolute peak moment
in your guest experience?
The one thing that predictably and consistently
exceeds all your guests’ expectations?
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Build peaks, don’t fix potholes
Not every moment of your experience can be perfectly designed --- there is
simply not enough time or money. Focus on peaks that your guests will find
remarkable.
In the book The Power of Moments, Chip Heath and Dan Heath
describe how psychologists know that our memories of our
experiences are not really fair. Guests don't just take an average
of their moment-by-moment sensations when they reflect on
their experiences. Rather, they remember snippets; scenes;
moments. And in particular, there are two moments that guests
disproportionately remember. The peak of the experience, which
is either the best or the worst moment, and the ending.
Now, when we talk about creating better experiences for the
2.5
people we care about, whether that's our customers, our
patients, our students or our kids, we're really talking about
creating better moments.

PEAKS

PEAK-END

PITS

Great experiences hinge on peak moments, but there's a problem, because we're not trained to build peak moments. We're
trained to fix problems. We think that to create better experiences we take a survey, and we collect all the complaints and
criticisms and we fix those things, but fixing problems doesn't make people happy.
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Fixing problems whelms people. Not overwhelms; not underwhelms;
whelms. If you drive down a stretch of the road with no potholes at all,
you're not ecstatic, you're whelmed. If your cable TV functions exactly as
it's supposed to you're not happy, you're whelmed.
So, if we want an ecstatic reaction from people, we need to start
building peaks.

Great service experiences are mostly
forgettable, but occasionally remarkable.
People are willing to forget a lot of
mediocrity, as long as there are some special
moments.
Yet those moments don't create themselves, and if we don't invest in
those remarkable moments, look at what we're left with. If we want to
improve the experiences people have, we've got to stop fixing potholes
and start building peaks.
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Deliver a ‘world-class’
experience
Best in your ideal guests’ world
This is very simple, but not easy.
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The DURING unit is where all the action
happens, and it’s also where you have
the greatest opportunities to create
breakthroughs.
Let’s look at 5 key moments …
Pre-arrival communications
Arrival
In-residence
Checkout
Post-checkout communication
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Pre-arrival communication
For your guest, the anticipation of a stay can be just as
important as the stay itself. Why not amplify this by starting off
with a great experience in your pre-arrival communication?

The confirmation email is a great way to make a
remarkable first impression and to reassure your
guests that they have not only made the right
choice, but that the experience is going to exceed
their expectations.
How could you improve this experience? Perhaps it’s a
reminder message 24 hours before their arrival with a
suggested packing list, answers to frequently asked questions,
or the key travel details they will need to eliminate any potential
friction.

Ace Hotel - Book at any of the Ace Hotel properties and you’ll
get a beautiful confirmation email that evokes the brand’s
personality; it feels like a real human wrote the email rather
than a corporate communications department.
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It takes a village
to make a great hotel

PARAMOUNT HOUSE HOTEL

Sometimes one of your biggest strengths
is building a creative community in your
immediate neighbourhood.

These hotels do a great job at creating local curiosities, not
only allowing for additional revenue opportunities but also
offering guests a deeper experience.

ACE HOTELS

What else could you bring in from the outside that would
provide a deeper experience for your guest?
Well-designed hotels give guests a sense of place; something
that doesn't feel generic and offers a real slice of the area.

MACQ01
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Unique collaborations
The Qantas First Class Lounge
experience is amongst the best in
the world. It is made possible by
two great brands working together.
Through their partnership with
Accor, Qantas has created a level of
hospitality that makes their lounges
world class.
Unique collaborations can create a
scenario in which the knockout
strengths of each business, idea, or
person, when combined, result in
‘one plus one equals ten’.
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Trigger Questions
1. What raving compliment do we want to
receive for our current experience?
2. Do we have any underutilised assets we
can turn into a profit centre?
3. What partners can we work with, to
create a remarkable offering for guests?
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Checkout
The peak-end rule is a psychological
phenomenon in which people judge an
experience largely based on how they
felt at its peak (i.e. its most intense
point) and at its end, rather than the
total sum or average of every moment
of the experience.
This means that the checkout is a key moment in the
key experience - but it’s the part that is most often
overlooked. How can you end the guest experience on
a high?

Freycinet Experience Walk - The checkout
experience on the Freycinet Experience Walk
includes a beautiful ceremonial meal, served
outside so that you and your fellow walkers
can recount stories of your experience.
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Trigger Questions
1. What can we do to end on a bigger high?
2. Are we making our guest’s departure
frictionless?
3. Are we good at saying goodbye?
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Post-departure
The final element in the DURING unit
is the post-departure phase.
This is another opportunity to surprise
and delight your guests with more than
just a receipt.

Freycinet Experience
Walk - At Freycinet
Experience Walk every
guest receives an email
with a photo taken of
the group during the
final meal, as well as a
map of their journey
and recipes from the
meals they enjoyed.
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What’s your booking
multiplier index?
1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0!!
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Your booking multiplier index is a
general idea of how much each
booking is worth to the bottom line of
the business. Most bookings come at
a cost (typically via an OTA), but what
i f w e s t a r t e d l o o k i n g fo r, a n d
measuring, opportunities to increase
the value of each booking.
1.2x
could be knowing with certainty that at least 20% of your
guests return or refer.
1.5x
could be an extra dinner order.
2.0x
could be a tour booked.
And so on.
Every booking is worth something… what are you aiming for?
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AFTER UNIT

The AFTER unit focuses on making departing guests part
of the family and earning lifetime fans.
In the AFTER unit, the focus is on nurturing lifetime
relationships with your guests, both to compel them to
return, recommend you in a way that makes them look good
and send more perfect guests your way.
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Profit Activator #6

Make departing guests
part of the family
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If the experience in the DURING
unit is remarkable, it will also
naturally be marketable.
But a breakthrough is to turn
your departing guests into
lifetime fans that become part
of the family.
XVA Art Hotel - Little branches are taken off the tree in the
courtyard for them to continue growing in small vases on each
table. When the branches grow their own roots they are
offered to departing guests. Now, the XVA has extended roots
all over the world.
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Trigger Questions
1. What post-visit relationship do our
departing guests expect? How can we
exceed this?
2. What can we do to make departing
guests part of our family for at least 25
years?
3. What stories do we most want our guests
to share, about our experience?
thegem.com
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Orchestrate referrals
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The AFTER unit could be the least expensive part of your marketing
mix, because you know that, on some level, if you provide a great
experience, it's a sure thing that some of your guests are going to be
repeat guests or referrals. Most of the time it happens in an unorchestrated way. In other words, it’s just happening accidentally.
When businesses do attempt to orchestrate referrals it’s usually in a
way that benefits them and not the guest. For example, asking guests
to ‘like’ their Facebook page, or to write a good review on TripAdvisor.
A guest is more likely to refer your experience in a way that supports
their own self-interest. They do it, because it makes them feel good.
Even in the smallest social situations, we're wired to want to
recommend and refer things to people. If you go see a great movie,
read a great book, go to a great restaurant, meet a great massage
therapist or enjoy any of the things that create a really great
experience, you want to tell people about that.
We're wired to spread good stories, especially if it makes us seem like
we’re in the know. Orchestrate opportunities that make your guests
look good.

My Sydney Detour - provides customised Sydney tours in a vintage Holden car. The host, Richard Graham, orchestrates
the perfect Instagram shoot for guests by taking them to a secret spot to capture their unique experience.
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Trigger Questions
1. Are we passively hoping for referrals or
are we orchestrating them?
2. How can we orchestrate the perfect
‘Instagram shoot’ for our guests?
3. Can we orchestrate opportunities for our
guests to look good?
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Let’s recap…
BEFORE
Profit activator #1:

Dominate a single
target market (at a time)
Profit activator #2:

Compel your ideal
guests predictably

DURING

AFTER

Profit activator #5:

Profit activator #6:

Deliver a ‘world-class’
experience

Make departing guests
part of the family
Profit activator #7:

Orchestrate referrals

Profit activator #3:

Educate and motivate
Profit activator #4:

Create irresistible
offerings
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The secret to a great GEM
The secret is to make each guest the hero. To validate.
A common denominator that Oprah found in every single interview is that we all want to be validated.
And we all want to be understood.
Oprah has done over 35,000 interviews in her career and as soon as that camera would shut off, every
guest would turn to Oprah and in their own way inevitably ask the question… was that OK?
She heard it from President Bush, from President Obama, from heroes, from housewives, from victims
and from perpetrators of crimes.
Even Beyonce handed over the mike and asked Oprah, was that ok?
Understanding that one principle; everybody wants to be heard; has allowed Oprah to create an
incredible platform that has moved millions of people and has been an incredible force for positivity in
this world.
Isn’t that insight from Oprah the essence of hospitality?
It’s not just the service we provide, the clean rooms, the tours, the meals and so on... but rather how we
make someone feel.
And that’s a strategy that will always work: to validate through your experience promise in every
touchpoint of the guest’s experience. Online or off.
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What to do next…
Design your own GEM
You can download a blank GEM at www.thegem.com

Host Guest Experience Masterclass
If you’re a part of a destination marketing team or
association and you’re interested in collaborating to host a
Guest Experience Masterclass please visit
www.thegem.com/masterclass

Collaborate on your GEM with other leading
experience creators
In 2019, we’ll be launching a forum of the best experience
marketers. If you’d like to apply for early access please
email me jesse@thegem.com

Now go on and create some breakthroughs!
Jesse Desjardins
thegem.com
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